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O V E R V I E W With a relatively high superconducting transition temperature Tc, the superconductor

To better understand how we can potentially increase the current that flows through YBCO grain boundaries,
YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) is relatively useful in practical applications, and has already been used in constructing we used high resolution STEM images to understand the core structure at grain boundary dislocations in Cadoped and pure YBCO. In this work, we used image processing and computer simulation to quantify the
high-field magnets [1]. When manufactured, the YBCO crystal is a textured polycrystal. Between each
section is a grain boundary that contains dislocation cores, which block critical current.
dislocation core structures in pure and 15% Ca-doped samples.

E X PE R I M E NTAL & M ETH O D S
Collecting Experimental STEM Images
For scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM), A sub-Å (0.8
Å) probe is focused on the sample
surface and scanned across the
sample. The STEM Z-contrast image
is formed by collecting high angle
scattered electrons on an angle
annual dark field detector. Atomic
columns show bright contrast to the
rest of the image. Their intensity
correlates to the type of atomic
column, and is proportional to Z1.7.
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Figure 2.3 A function written to return
column peak positions and their intensities
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In a Type I dislocation core, the center
column of Ba fades away. In Type II,
two center columns of Ba fade and
appear to merge into one Ba column.
Figure 3.1 From top to bottom row: a) Type I dislocation/
un-doped YBCO b) Type I dislocation/15% Ca-doped YBCO c)
Type II dislocation

Image Processing in MATLAB®

intensityFinder(jpegIn,
jpegIn2,threshold,radius)

columns are dimmer than atomic Ba/ that bound the dislocation
Y columns from perfect regions, but core. (pn’s are defined in
are brighter than Cu columns in Matlab section.)
perfect regions. Grey columns could
d6
be either Cu columns or dim Ba/Ca/Y
columns. The wide end of the
dislocation core begins at d1, right
d5
below last discernable Cu columns.
Figure 3.2 Intensities of dislocation
core Ba and Cu, each divided by the
intensity of perfect region Cu.

Figure 2.2 STEM image. Area c contains the
dislocation core atomic columns. Area pc
contains perfect region atomic columns.

MATLAB® converts images into arrays with
integer values from 0, black, to 255, white
(Figure 2.4 ORIGINAL). Each pixel value and
position is accessible. A binary version
separates dark and light pixels (BINARY).
Boundaries surround each black circle in the
binary image (BOUNDARIES). The intensity
of an atomic column is the total sum of pixel
values in the bounded region. Each region has
one peak position, found from the weighted
position and value of all pixels in that region.
Peaks are labeled (LABELS). Users click on
the labeled picture (RESULT) to find widths
between peaks. The widths at dislocation cores
(dn) can be divided by the distance between
atomic columns in perfect regions (pn) on
either side of each dislocation core (Figure 2.2
pc). Therefore at any magnification, these
ratios of distances (dn/pn) and similarly,
intensities, can be compared.
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RESULTS & DISCUSSION
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Figure 3.3a Core widths measured
across triangular dislocation
core

Figure 3.3b 95% confidence intervals for true
average dislocation core widths. 14 Pure (Undoped), 32 Ca-doped dislocations.

F U T U R E W O R K : S I M UMATLAB
L A T®Iprocessing
O N S of images from a High Resolution Electron C O N C L U S I O N S
Microscope Image Simulation Program (xHREMTM) showed a monotonic relationship between sample ▪ After 15% Ca-doping, the dislocation core of
	
  
thickness and atomic column intensity. We can hypothesize structural changes in the dislocation core by YBCO becomes narrower.
	
  
comparing intensity ratios between simulated and experimental images.
▪ We found two types of dislocation core
	
  
structures in YBCO. Type I in which one Ba
	
  
column fades away, and Type II in which two
Ba columns fade away.
	
  
▪ Quantitative image processing of the
	
  
experimental images show that intensities of
	
  
dislocation core atomic columns are
Figure 4.1
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approximately 30% lower than those of
positions of a
atomic columns in perfect regions.	
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Figure 2.4 Steps

Figure 4.2.1 From left to right: 3x3x2 YBCO super cell a) no
change to center Ba/Y column, b and c) 15% of Ba and Y
replaced with Ca, d) Ba/Y column with sine wave shifts, e) Ba/
Y column with angle α tilt

taken in writing
MATLAB® program
for quantitative
analysis
Figure 4.2.2 From left to right: simulated images from center
columns a through e in Figure 4.2.1

Figure 4.2.3
Simulated image
intensities. d and e
are not as relevant
since column widened
dramatically,
increasing intensities
above normal
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